
RCBS’s .30 Semi-Pointed (SPs)
(The RCBS Louverins)

 
 
Many posts on the cast bullet sites refer to the RCBS .30 SP bullets and bullet moulds.  I’m always amazed that people
take for granted that we’re all singing from the same page in the hymn book when we’re talking about .30 SP bullets.
 
I decided to write this short article to set the record straight based on moulds that I actually have on hand. I’m
extremely lucky that I have all of these moulds in the original factory boxes, as the RCBS part numbers are still intact
to use as a reference.
 
There are actually three RCBS .30 SP designs that I’m aware of.
 
If you order a 30-180-SP bullet mould from any of the shooting supply venders or RCBS, this is what you will
receive.
 

New 30-180-SP
Part Number: 82020

 
My mould casts bullet at .309”+.  The nose from both cavities measures .301 X .3015” and weighs 187.3 grains ready
to shoot.  Since the nose is oversize for my Ruger Number 1, I was unable to shoot them until I obtained an Eagan 30T
taper die to taper the nose so it would enter the bore with a minimum of effort. With the nose tapered, it will shoot 5
shot groups of less than an inch at 100 yards with several powder combinations. If you can deal with the nose
diameter, it’s a good, all around bullet for the .30 calibers.
 
The other 30-180-SP is what I call the old 30-180-SP.  This was made for many years and discontinued when the new
version was brought out. Note the different RCBS part number on the box.
 

Old 30-180-SP
Part Number: 82013

 



This is a very good shooting bullet in my 30/06 as cast.  Again, it drops from the mould at the usual RCBS .309”+ and
weighs 196.2 grains ready to load.  After shooting several hundred of these in both the 30/06 and .30-338, I can find
no fault with this design. In the 30/06 it will usually go 1” or better if I do my part.
 
The third bullet is the 30-150-SP.  You’ll seldom see this bullet listed or referred to anywhere, as I don’t think many
were made and it was dropped from sales fairly early on.
 

30-150-SP
Part Number: 82011

 
The mould I have drops from the mould at 309”+ and weighs 161.5 grains ready to load.  Initial testing with the bullet
in both the 30/06 and .30-338 indicate that it will be a real shooter.
 
The first time I looked at the old designs, my mind said, “Louverin”.
 

L-R: 30-150-SP RCBS, 311466 Lyman, 30-180-SP RCBS, 311467U Lyman
 
It almost looks as if the RCBS designers looked at the Louverin designs and didn’t like the narrow bands and made
wider and fewer bands on their designs. At any rate, these two “oldies” shoot very well and were a welcome addition
to my mould stash.
 
So, ladies and gentlemen, that’s the real story on the RCBS .30 SP moulds.
 
Be alert for old green and white RCBS mould boxes at gun shows and old sporting goods stores and maybe you’ll get
lucky like I did.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
 
 
 


